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Enableness represent the correct strategy in realizing secure and prosperous and self-supporting society management countryside government ideally give the good service to society and can improve the its countryside competitiveness, but its implementation there are various complex problems either from SDM, institute, cultural social life etc.


internal issue Approach this research is empirical juridis normatif and yuridis. By taking informan consisted of various side related to function of hall of enableness of society and countryside Lampung in make-up of capacities of apparatus countryside in Lampung Province. Procedure of data collecting done to through the circumstantial interview and documentation which later then through the step select the data, data classification, and systematic way of data and hereinafter analysed descriptively qualitative.

The Result of this solution and research [is] that authority of Hall of Enableness of Society and Countryside Lampung In Improving Capacities of Apparatus Countryside in Lampung Province to include; cover the duty and function as referred to in Section 2 and Section 3 Permendagri Number 49 Year 2012 About About Organization and Administration of Hall of Enableness of Society and Countryside in Lampung. Tehe Authority had by the Hall PMD Lampung to cover: 1). Assisting regional leader in enableness of society and countryside, 2). executing technical policy formulation and governmental construction of countryside and sub-district, 3). Executing program of countryside enableness in improving capacities of apparatus countryside in
Lampung Province among others Encounter the Consultancy / masterpiece of enableness of society and countryside of around Sumatera, Giving Governmental Enableness Training of Countryside of To Sekertaris Countryside, Mobile Training is Make-Up Of Capacities Lead The Countryside, Partisipative Planning Development of Countryside Society (P3Md), Product Compilation Punish The Countryside To and BPD, and Orient the ke-PMDan [of] To Aparatur PMD, 4). Compiling curriculum and module of Training of enableness of countryside society, 5). evaluation And monitoring of after training.

Contribution of Hall of Enableness of Society and Countryside Lampung In Improving Capacities of Aparatur Countryside in Lampung Province to cover; First, Giving Understanding [of] To Apparatus Countryside / sub-district [of] With Reference To Arranging Management of Countryside Governance which is Whether, second, Giving Understanding And Also Administration Management of To Aparatur Countryside, Third Give the Knowledge and Understanding of About P3Md (Partisipative Planning of Development of Countryside Society)

The researcher suggests the: 1). government should more optimal with reference to budget which given to Hall PMD Lampung to remember the the budget factor become the constraint especially facility and matter medium is important because Hall PMD will meet many problem when make program to be executed in rural more than anything else its location cloistered; 2). Hall Better PMD Lampung in the case of participant distribution to join in program training so that more zero in on matter is important because in order to well guaranted absorpsion and understanding of all participant in following training as well as in order not to become without effect.
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